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Here you can find the menu of Sushinobo in Smyrna. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on the food
list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Madalyn J likes about Sushinobo:

I ordered some sushi to go and it was all so delicious! It came with a generous amount of ginger and wasabi. The
rolls were so big and filling! We tried the Absolute roll, Extra Super Crunch roll, and the Jalapeño roll. The

jalapeño roll was pretty spicy, as was the Extra Super Crunch roll but the crunch roll was much more
manageable for me as I do not tolerate spicy as well as others. I definitely want to come back... read more. The

restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological
limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Joyce

Zhang doesn't like about Sushinobo:
Very slow and ok-ish food. Wait for 45 minutes to get three rolls. The waiter have to help preparing food as well.
Quantity of each dish is low, and quality medium. Definitely do not recommend high expectations before coming.
Service: Dine in Meal type: Dinner Price per person: $20–30 read more. In the Sushinobo from Smyrna, using a

lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, easy-to-digest, tasty Japanese meals are prepared, scrumptious
particularly are the Maki and delicacies like Te-Maki that this place is known for.
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Salad�
SEAWEED SALAD

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL

Side� an� �tra�
VEGETABLE ROLL

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CALAMARI

�tra�
GINGER

WASABI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

YAKITORI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MISO

CHICKEN

VEGETABLE

BEEF
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